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Microbial life cycles link global modularity in regulation to mosaic evolution
van Gestel, Jordi ; Ackermann, Martin ; Wagner, Andreas
Abstract: Microbes are exposed to changing environments, to which they can respond by adopting
various lifestyles such as swimming, colony formation or dormancy. These lifestyles are often studied in
isolation, thereby giving a fragmented view of the life cycle as a whole. Here, we study lifestyles in the
context of this whole. We first use machine learning to reconstruct the expression changes underlying life
cycle progression in the bacterium Bacillus subtilis, based on hundreds of previously acquired expression
profiles. This yields a timeline that reveals the modular organization of the life cycle. By analysing
over 380 Bacillales genomes, we then show that life cycle modularity gives rise to mosaic evolution in
which life stages such as motility and sporulation are conserved and lost as discrete units. We postulate
that this mosaic conservation pattern results from habitat changes that make these life stages obsolete
or detrimental. Indeed, when evolving eight distinct Bacillales strains and species under laboratory
conditions that favour colony growth, we observe rapid and parallel losses of the sporulation life stage
across species, induced by mutations that affect the same global regulator. We conclude that a life cycle
perspective is pivotal to understanding the causes and consequences of modularity in both regulation and
evolution.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41559-019-0939-6
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Supplementary Text 1. Brief overview of reconstructions of global transcription network of Bacillus 50 
subtilis. 51 
Studies on the global regulatory network of B. subtilis can generally be divided in two categories: (1) 52 
descriptive studies1–4, which aim to characterize the main properties of the network, and (2) exploratory 53 
studies5–7, which try to infer new regulatory interactions based on gene expression data. For our initial 54 
analysis of the global transcription network of B. subtilis (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2), we used 55 
datasets from both categories. In total, we compared four reconstructions of the global transcription 56 
network of B. subtilis, assembled in three independent studies (Supplementary Table 1): 57 
 58 
(1) Sierro and colleagues (2008) 59 
Sierro and colleagues1 assembled the Database of Transcription Regulation in Bacillus subtilis (DBTBS). 60 
This database is no longer updated, but still forms one of the most complete data sets of transcriptional 61 
regulation in B. subtilis, because for each regulatory interaction included in the database it keeps track 62 
of the methods that have been used to document it. We obtained the latest version of this data in 63 
October 2016. 64 
 65 
(2) Arrieta-Ortiz and colleagues (2015) 66 
Arrietta-Ortiz and colleagues7 studied the global transcription network of B. subtilis with the aim of 67 
discovering new regulatory interactions from transcriptomic data. Their study provides two 68 
reconstructions of the global transcription network: (1) one reconstruction before training (based on 69 
previous literature), used as starting point, and (2) the reconstruction after training. In the training 70 
procedure, hundreds of expression profiles were analyzed to infer new regulatory interactions, using a 71 
Bayesian inference method that was seeded by the network reconstruction before training. Both 72 




(3) Michna and colleagues (2016) 75 
The SubtiWiki database4 provides the most comprehensive database on transcriptional regulation in B. 76 
subtilis and is assembled in the course of approximately 10 years4,8–11. The database is still being 77 
updated and therefore provides the most up-to-date reconstruction of the global transcription network 78 
of B. subtilis. We used the network reconstruction available from the SubtiWiki 2.0 database on June 79 
2017. 80 
 81 
Even though the above studies characterized the global transcription network independently from each 82 
other, they can best be viewed as a cumulative effort to understand transcriptional regulation in B. 83 
subtilis. Partly for historical reasons, the network structures they infer are similar. For example, the 84 
network reconstruction of Arrieta-Ortiz and colleagues7 before training was partly based on an older 85 
version of the network reconstruction available in the SubtiWiki database. For the largest part of our 86 
study, we rely on the network reconstruction available on the SubtiWiki website. Supplementary Table 1 87 
gives a full description, including all regulatory interactions, of each of the four network reconstructions 88 
discussed in this section.  89 
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Supplementary Text 2. Motivation and background of neural network analysis. 90 
High-dimensional gene expression data is typically analyzed using two different approaches. Some 91 
studies perform feature selection, by focusing on genes of special interest and examining if they are 92 
differentially expressed across conditions, whereas others perform feature extraction, in which 93 
dimensionality reduction techniques are used to extract the general features that best describe a high-94 
dimensional gene expression dataset. We combine both techniques, by extracting genes underlying 95 
lifestyle biology in B. subtilis from expression data, and using dimensionality reduction to characterize 96 
the expression of these genes across a large set of expression profiles. 97 
 98 
Standard dimensionality reduction techniques (e.g. Principal Component Analysis) perform linear 99 
transformation of data onto a set of orthogonal axes. They work well to segregate gene expressing 100 
profiles obtained from a small number of discrete conditions (e.g. low and high temperatures). 101 
However, when the number of tested conditions increases, and when these conditions are not discrete 102 
(e.g. temperature gradients), expression profiles often show non-linear correlations. In that case, non-103 
linear dimensionality reduction can be superior to capture statistical structure in data. A machine 104 
learning method known as autoassociative artificial neural networks (or autoencoders) has been shown 105 
to be particularly effective in this type of non-linear dimensionality reduction12,13. Besides capturing non-106 
linear correlations, this method has several advantages. First, autoassociative artificial neural networks 107 
can be trained to reduce noise. Gene expression data is often inherently noisy, due to the methods of 108 
RNA extraction. Such measurement noise has no biological relevance and should be filtered out. When a 109 
neural network is trained properly (i.e. no over-training14), it will learn how to ignore this type of noise, 110 
thereby only extracting biologically relevant information. Second, when modest imbalances exist in the 111 
amount of data from different conditions, autoassociative artificial neural networks can compensate for 112 
such imbalances and interpolate between sparsely distributed data points15. For example, given that 113 
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gene expression data is easier to acquire from mid-exponential growth, expression profiles from this 114 
growth stage are typically overrepresented in expression databases, whereas profiles from the late 115 
stationary growth stage are typically underrepresented. These biases also exist in the dataset of Nicolas 116 
and colleagues (2012)16, where most expression profiles were obtained near the motility peak, whereas 117 
relatively few profiles come from the late stages of sporulation (see Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 8). 118 
An autoassociative neural network can capture broad trends in the data despite such sampling biases, 119 
and capture the entire life cycle of B. subtilis, from germination to sporulation (Fig. 3). 120 
 121 
The dataset of Nicolas and colleagues (2012)16 solely contains population-level gene expression data. 122 
This has important implications for neural network analysis. Since expression levels are acquired at the 123 
population level, they are averages of the expression levels of individual cells. A motility gene could 124 
appear to have a low expression level if many cells express the gene weakly, or if few cells express it 125 
strongly, whereas others do not express it at all. Based on what we know from microscopy data, such as 126 
microfluidic experiments17,18, cell differentiation in B. subtilis is largely stochastic. In other words, in any 127 
particular environment, cells have a certain probability to express the genes underlying for example 128 
motility or sporulation (sometimes contingent on the past decision of a cell19). These probabilities will 129 
differ across environments, e.g. cells are more likely to sporulate when they are starving. In 130 
consequence, B. subtilis populations typically consist of a mixture of different cell types20–23. Some cells 131 
can be motile, others filamentous, and yet others sporulating. The sequential life stages in Fig. 4a reflect 132 
both gene expression changes within cells, as well as changes in the relative abundance of different cell 133 
types (see Supplementary Fig. 9). Just after germination, there are mostly motile cells, then more and 134 
more cells express genes required for colony formation and, finally, cells start to trigger the 135 
endosporulation pathway. The same reasoning holds for the sequential expression of regulators shown 136 
in Fig. 4b. Not every cell will express each of the regulators sequentially, but at the population level 137 
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these regulators show a regular expression order. Thus, in summary, the gene expression changes 138 
summarized in Fig. 4 do not represent homogeneous and deterministic expression changes across all 139 
cells in the population, but a statistical map of the average expression changes cells experience as they 140 
transition through their distinct life stages in a population (Supplementary Fig. 9). 141 
 142 
A neural network analysis is only effective when expression data is dominated by a certain type of 143 
directionality or order. That is, life stages and regulators should be expressed in a specific order, such as 144 
the transition from motility, to colony formation, to sporulation. If any such order is absent, it becomes 145 
impossible to robustly compress data onto a single dimension, because many different dimensions 146 
would fit the data equally well. In the case of B. subtilis, directionality probably arises from the 147 
saprophytic nature of the life cycle. Spores germinate in nutrient-rich conditions. When these resources 148 
do not replenish, cells will be confronted with steadily worsening conditions, as they deplete their 149 
resources, until cells eventually starve and trigger sporulation. One could say that spores demarcate the 150 
life cycle by providing a fixed beginning and ending of this cycle. This does not imply that every 151 
individual cell undergoes the same order of phenotypic changes or that changes are irreversible. Rather, 152 
it shows that gene expression changes tend to occur in a prevalent order at the population level. This 153 
order is captured by the alternation of life stages that make up a life cycle. Genes that are not expressed 154 
in any particular life stage, for example because they are triggered by specific conditions only, will not 155 
correlate with the pseudotime dimension. Life cycles that are marked by a fixed beginning and ending, 156 
such as a dormant life stage, are not restricted to the Bacilli, but occur across the phylogenetic tree of 157 
the Bacteria (see some examples listed in Supplementary Table 4). Whenever sufficient gene expression 158 
data will become available for species in other taxonomic groups, a neural network analysis like the one 159 
we applied to B. subtilis could be used to study their life cycles, which may uncover many still 160 
unexplored life stages and expression modules. 161 
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Supplementary Text 3. Regulation of sporulation in a nutshell. 162 
The roles of global regulators in lifestyle switches in B. subtilis have been studied intensely, and 163 
especially with respect to endosporulation24–26. Four sigma factors, namely sigma factors E, F, G and K, 164 
play a key role in coordinating the sporulation process24,27 (Supplementary Fig. 3). In brief, upon 165 
starvation, sporulation is triggered by the transcription factor Spo0A, which – when phosphorylated at 166 
sufficiently high levels – stimulates the expression of the sigma factors E (σE) and F (σF)28–30. Both sigma 167 
factors are inactive until after asymmetrical cell division, which results in the formation of a mother cell 168 
and forespore, σF becomes active in the forespore, where it controls the expression of tens of genes 169 
involved in the further development of the forespore31 (e.g. engulfment). It induces the expression of 170 
spoIIR and sigG, the gene encoding sigma factor G32,33, σG. SpoIIR crosses the membrane of the forespore 171 
and is involved in activating σE in the mother cell33,34. σG is the last sigma factor expressed in the 172 
forespore and responsible for completing spore development, such as the production of chromosome 173 
condensation proteins and germination receptors35. Like for the other sigma factors, σG is inactive upon 174 
its first expression, but later gets activated by proteins under the control of σE in the mother cell36. In this 175 
way, communication between the mother cell and forespore assures that the developmental process is 176 
kept in check25. σE in the mother cell is involved in numerous sporulation processes as well, such as 177 
engulfment of the spore, formation of the spore cortex, and the formation of the spore coat36. σE also 178 
stimulates the expression of the final sigma factor, σK, expressed in the mother cell37. This sigma factor is 179 
first inactive, but then gets activated by SpoIVB, a protein under the control of both σF and σG in the 180 
forespore38–40. σK is involved in the production of the spore coat as well as the lysis of the mother cell, 181 
which releases the spore into the environment41,42. 182 
 183 
The role of global regulators is also well studied for lifestyle changes other than sporulation2,22,43: For 184 
example, sigma factor D (σD) is important for motility, sigma factor H (σH) is involved in the transition to 185 
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stationary growth, ComK is important for competence20,21,44, and Spo0A is also important for colony 186 
formation45,46. 187 
  188 
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Supplementary Text 4. Phylogenetic tree of the Bacillales. 189 
We compared different methods for constructing the phylogenetic tree of the Bacillales to make sure 190 
that the tree presented in Fig. 5 (Supplementary Fig. 21) is not biased by the employed methodology. 191 
We focused on three aspects of our phylogenetic analysis: (1) the set of marker genes that we used to 192 
compare the different genomes, (2) the alignment algorithm that we used to align the marker genes, 193 
and (3) the trimming algorithm, which we used to trim the aligned marker genes before concatenation. 194 
 195 
The criterion used to select the marker genes is likely to have the largest influence on the resulting 196 
phylogenetic tree. Ideally, marker genes should be (1) universally present among all genomes in the 197 
phylogenetic group of interest, and (2) only occur in single copies in any one genome. These two criteria 198 
maximize the chance that gene copies are orthologs and are thus related by descent rather than by 199 
duplication or horizontal gene transfer, thereby minimizing incongruencies between the gene tree and 200 
the species tree that we seek to reconstruct. Unfortunately, the more species and genomes are 201 
considered in a phylogenetic analysis, the fewer genes will meet these stringent criteria. One needs to 202 
strike the right balance between applying the above criteria stringently, resulting in few genes suitable 203 
for phylogenetic analysis and a potential inability to resolve the tree for closely-related species, and 204 
applying the criteria too leniently, yielding many genes for phylogenetic analysis, but possibly obscuring 205 
the ‘true’ phylogenetic signal due to incongruences between gene trees and the species tree. 206 
 207 
We start our analysis from a set of marker genes that was previously identified by Wu and colleagues47,48 208 
for the phylum of the Firmicutes (to which the Bacillales belong). These marker genes were identified 209 
based on the strictest criteria, but since fewer genomes were available at the time then today, we re-210 
evaluated these genes and categorized them into three hierarchical groups: 211 
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(1) Marker genes that strictly meet the above criteria: genes that are universally present in all 212 
genomes, with only a single copy per genome (n=4 genes).  213 
(2) Marker genes that meet intermediate criteria: genes that occur in single copies in all but four or 214 
fewer genomes, where they either have paralogs or are absent altogether (n=53 genes). We note that 215 
this set of genes includes the four genes from (1). 216 
(3) Marker genes that meet weaker criteria: all marker genes that were previously identified for the 217 
Firmicutes, even if absent or having paralogs in 5 or more genomes included in this study (n=87 genes). 218 
 219 
To determine the ideal set of marker genes, we constructed phylogenetic trees for each set of marker 220 
genes, using six different methods for sequence alignment and trimming. For alignment, we employed 221 
the following algorithms: MAFFT v7.299, MUSCLE v3.8.31 and PRANK49–53. For trimming, we employed 222 
trimAl v1.2 and gBLOCKS v0.91b54–56. Thus, in total, we constructed 18 phylogenetic trees (3 sets of 223 
marker genes, 3 alignment algorithms and 2 trimming algorithms). 224 
 225 
We compared these trees by comparing the average within-tree bootstrap values, as well as the 226 
agreement in branching topologies across trees (i.e. branch support). In Supplementary Fig. 22, we show 227 
for each tree the average bootstrap values and the average branch support, i.e. the number of trees that 228 
have a matching branch, scaled between the lowest and highest values. We applied this scaling in order 229 
to emphasize the relative differences between trees. The absolute differences in bootstrap values and 230 
branch support were small. As expected, the phylogenetic trees constructed with the smallest set of 231 
genes – based on the strictest selection criteria – show the lowest bootstrap values and the lowest 232 
branch support. Since this set of genes only includes four highly-conserved genes, it is too small for 233 
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resolving the phylogenetic relationship between closely-related strains. In contrast, for genes meeting 234 
our intermediate selection criteria, we observed a strong increase in the bootstrap values and branch 235 
support (Supplementary Fig. 22). Although there are some differences between trees constructed with 236 
the different alignment and trimming methods, these are generally small. For the weakest gene 237 
selection criterion, we observed a further slight increase in the average bootstrap values, but this was 238 
not associated with a similar increase in the average branch support. In other words, trees from the 239 
‘intermediate’ and ‘weak’ sets of genes yield more-or-less the same tree topologies. The increase in 240 
bootstrap values might therefore simply result from the larger set of genes in the ‘weak’ category. 241 
 242 
In Supplementary Fig. 23, we explore the general relationship between the within-tree bootstrap values 243 
and the across-trees branch support. As expected, branches with high bootstrap support tend to be 244 
shared among more trees, even though this pattern is not universal. Some branches have high bootstrap 245 
values, but only occur in a small fraction of the trees. This bias might result from incongruences between 246 
gene trees, in which a few genes give artificially strong support for a particular branch, whereas the 247 
other genes give no or weak support. Excluding these ‘misleading’ marker genes would immediately 248 
change the tree topology. Conversely, other branches have low bootstrap values, but are strongly 249 
supported between trees. This bias might result from analyzing too few genes, which may harbor too 250 
little phylogenetic information to yield high bootstrap values, even for branches that are generally well 251 
supported across trees. To minimize either error, we decided to choose a tree using the ‘intermediate’ 252 
set of genes for our further analysis. This is tree number 8 from Supplementary Fig. 22, which is also the 253 
basis of Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 21. We note, however, that similar tree topologies are obtained 254 
from any of the other trees constructed from the same set of marker genes. Fig. 5 and Supplementary 255 
Fig. 21 visualize bootstrap values of each branch with the size of the circles displayed at the branch: 256 
small circles indicate low bootstrap values and large circles show high bootstrap values. Branch color 257 
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indicates how well a branch is supported across trees: branches that are red are not shared with other 258 
trees and branches that are green are shared with all other trees. In Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 21 we 259 
collapsed all branches between genomes with a phylogenetic distance smaller than 0.01. The 260 
phylogenetic relation between such closely-related genomes could not be resolved based on our set of 261 
marker genes. Importantly, we did not collapse those branches for our analyses in Supplementary Figs. 262 
22 and 23, which explains the relatively high fraction of low bootstrap values in these figures compared 263 
to the branches that are shown in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 21. 264 
 265 
In Fig. 5 we explore how life stages are conserved across the Bacillales, by specifically focusing on the 266 
regulatory targets of ‘life cycle’ regulators identified in Fig. 4b. We also explore the conservation of 267 
regulators themselves. In general, one expects that regulators with many downstream regulatory 268 
targets (e.g. global regulators) are more strongly conserved than regulators with few targets, since 269 
mutations in those regulators would have many more pleiotropic effects57. This is indeed the case: 270 
Supplementary Fig. 24 shows that regulators with large regulons are more-strongly conserved across the 271 
Bacillales than regulators with small regulons. Global regulators show especially strong conservation. 272 
These results hold when determining conservation both in terms of orthology, i.e. bi-directional best 273 
BLAST hits, and in terms of unidirectional protein BLAST hits. The same overall pattern is apparent when 274 
examining the conservation of genes in the gene regulatory networks underlying lifestyle transitions 275 
(Supplementary Fig. 25): regulatory genes are more strongly conserved than either sensory or effector 276 
genes. However, for sensory genes, results are strongly dependent on the method by which 277 
conservation is determined: when using unidirectional BLAST hits, instead of bi-directional best BLAST 278 
hits, conservation levels appear much higher. This indicates that even though species may share few 279 
orthologous genes, they do often have paralogous genes resulting from gene duplications or horizontal 280 
gene transfer. Since paralogous genes can encode for proteins with redundant functions, it might well 281 
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be that – despite a lack of orthologs – sensory functions are strongly conserved across species in the 282 
Bacillales. To ensure that our conclusions based on the comparative genomic results in Fig. 5 also hold 283 
when paralogous genes are included in the analysis, we redid the entire analysis using unidirectional 284 
BLAST hits, instead of bi-directional best BLAST hits. Supplementary Fig. 26 shows that life stage losses 285 
are also apparent when we include paralogous genes to the analysis.  286 
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Supplementary Figures 287 
 288 
 289 
Supplementary Fig. 1. Regulon sizes and interaction between global regulators. a, Transcription 290 
regulators sorted by regulon size: red, database of transcriptional regulation in B. subtilis (DBTBS, Sierro 291 
and colleagues1); light and dark blue, observed and inferred transcription network of B. subtilis by 292 
Arrietta-Ortiz and colleagues7; green, transcription network of B. subtilis based on SubtiWiki database4. 293 
b, Regulatory interactions between the 15 transcriptional regulators with largest regulon sizes. Since the 294 
top-15 global regulators are not the same for all databases, a total of 22 regulators is shown in the 295 




Supplementary Fig. 2. Global modularity in transcriptional regulation in other reconstructions. Same analysis as shown in Fig. 2, but applied to 298 




Supplementary Fig. 3. Overview of gene regulatory network underlying lifestyle switches in Bacillus subtilis. Grey arrows, transcription and 301 
translation; black arrows, transcriptional or post-transcriptional regulation; blue names, putative environmental and cytoplasmic cues sensed by 302 
sensory proteins. Genes belonging to the same operon and operons that have the same upstream regulatory proteins are collapsed into a single 303 
component in the diagram (see legend). The network comprises 7% of all genes in B. subtilis, covering 107 operons and including 12% of all 304 
described regulatory interactions in the global transcription network. These genes and interactions form the regulatory backbone for lifestyle 305 




Supplementary Fig. 4. Classification of genes/proteins in gene regulatory network. Sensory genes encode proteins (blue) that receive signals 308 
directly from the internal or external environment and not from an upstream protein. Regulatory genes encode proteins (green) that receive 309 
signal from upstream signaling/regulatory protein and transfer this information to downstream protein by (post)-transcriptional regulation. 310 
Effector genes encode proteins (red) that fulfill any non-regulatory function. Some proteins carry multiple promiscuous functions, making 311 
categorization difficult (e.g. ComX, which is secreted into the environment, thereby forming an effector protein, but is at the same time sensed 312 
by the membrane-bound kinase ComP). Genes and proteins are colored in the same way, but operons that encode multiple genes are colored 313 
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according to the RGB-color mapping shown in the legend, based on the relative fraction of sensory, regulatory and effector genes. Genes for 314 
which functionality is ambiguous are shown in grey. Green arrows, transcriptional regulation; black arrows, post-transcriptional regulation; grey 315 





Supplementary Fig. 5. Autoassociative artificial neural network. This neural network is used for non-319 
linear dimensionality reduction of the transcriptional dataset of Nicolas and colleagues16. As a first step, 320 
the multidimensional gene expression dataset is subjected to a principal component analysis, from 321 
which the 12 first components are used as entries to the neural network. The network is trained such 322 
that the network entries match the network outputs as closely as possible (see Methods). 323 
 324 




Supplementary Fig. 6. Mapping of expression profiles on hundred single dimensions. Expression 327 
profiles are ranked according to their average mapping on the hundred single dimensions, generated by 328 
training a hundred independent autoassociative artificial neural network on the same gene expression 329 
dataset. For each expression profile, the color shows the relative variation in this profile’s mapping on 330 
the hundred single dimensions. Profiles with smallest variation are shown in blue and profiles with 331 
largest variation are shown in red. Whereas most profiles robustly map to the single dimensions (blue), 332 




Supplementary Fig. 7. Robustness analysis of autoassociative artificial neural network training. Each 335 
plot shows the correlation between the average mapping of expression profiles in Fig. 3b (i.e. 336 
pseudotime) and the average mapping of expression profiles for an alternative selection of lifestyle 337 
genes and/or an alternative parameter setting in neural network training. Plots along the x-axis of the 338 
figure differ in the parameter settings. Specifically, we varied the decay coefficient and number of 339 
iterative training steps used to train the neural networks. Plots along the y-axis of the figure differ in the 340 
selection of lifestyle genes. Top row corresponds to the selection of 303 lifestyle genes in 341 
Supplementary Table 3 and the four lower rows correspond to different random subsamples of lifestyle 342 
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genes from the SubtiWiki database4. We either randomly selected 303 genes or 1000 genes from the 343 
category of lifestyle genes identified in the SubtiWiki database (n = 1309 genes). In all cases, there was a 344 
strong correlation between the average mapping of profiles observed in Fig. 3 and the average mapping 345 
of profiles for the alternative conditions tested in this figure (for all plots, P < 10-16, R2 > 0.7). The colors 346 
correspond to those shown in Supplementary Fig. 6. Expression profiles that were weakly mapped in 347 




Supplementary Fig. 8. Distribution of expression profiles along pseudotime dimension as shown in Fig 350 
4a. Bold black line, average distribution of expression profiles. Light grey lines, distribution according to 351 
100 independently trained neural networks (Fig. 3b).  352 




Supplementary Fig. 9. Schematic depiction of life stage transitions captured in life cycle 355 
reconstruction. Expression changes reflect both regulatory changes that happen within cells, as well as 356 
changes in relative cell type abundance.  357 





Supplementary Fig. 10. Correlation between mapping of expression profiles on single dimension (i.e. 361 
pseudotime) and experimental time. The dataset of Nicolas and colleagues16 includes time series data, 362 
in which expression profiles were acquired every hour for the duration of the experiment (8h). This 363 
graph shows the correlation between the experimental time at which these expression profiles were 364 
acquired and their average mapping (i.e. pseudotime) on the single dimension (dashed line shows linear 365 





Supplementary Fig. 11. Experimental time projected on single dimension. a, 3D view and, b, top-down 369 
view of single dimension produced by training a single autoassociative artificial neural network 370 
(corresponding to Fig. 3a). Germination, mapping of expression profile that is acquired at the moment of 371 
germination. S0-S8, mapping of expression profiles acquired 0 till 8 hours after the induction of 372 




Supplementary Fig. 12. Example of gene expression change in pseudotime of global regulator sigK. 375 
sigK encodes sigma factor K, involved in late sporulation development. Blue solid line, polynomial 376 
regression (R2 = 0.89, P < 10-5). Blue dashed line, expression peak according to polynomial regression. 377 
This peak corresponds to the expression peak shown in Fig. 4b,c. 378 
  379 
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Supplementary Fig. 13. Expression of regulators in pseudotime. This diagram shows a more detailed 380 
depiction of Fig. 4b. The horizontal bars show the polynomial regressions of gene expression in 381 
pseudotime for each of the regulators, normalized between the lowest (red) and highest (green) 382 
expression levels. The boxes show the highest 5% expression levels and the dots correspond to the 383 
expression peak (the grey bar and black dot in Fig. 4b, respectively). The expression peaks are also 384 
mapped upon pseudotime axis at the bottom of the graph, with the corresponding life stages. For each 385 




Supplementary Figs. 14. Expression levels and protein activity for time point 1 highlighted in Fig. 4b. Gene expression: red/green genes show 388 
low/high expression levels. For simplicity, genes and proteins are colored in the same way. Protein activity is determined in accordance with 389 
Arrieta-Ortiz and colleagues7: red/green lines show low/high protein activity. Line colors only represent the strength of activity, not the logic 390 
(e.g. repression or induction). Expression levels or activity values are normalized between the 10th (red) and 90th (green) percentile, to minimize 391 
the effect of outliers on the linear color mapping. 392 




Supplementary Fig. 15. Expression levels and protein activity for time point 2 highlighted in Fig. 4b Gene expression: red/green genes show 395 
low/high expression levels. For simplicity, genes and proteins are colored in the same way. Protein activity is determined in accordance with 396 
Arrieta-Ortiz and colleagues7: red/green lines show low/high protein activity. Line colors only represent the strength of activity, not the logic 397 
(e.g. repression or induction). Expression levels or activity values are normalized between the 10th (red) and 90th (green) percentile, to minimize 398 




Supplementary Fig. 16. Expression levels and protein activity for time point 3 highlighted in Fig. 4b Gene expression: red/green genes show 401 
low/high expression levels. For simplicity, genes and proteins are colored in the same way. Protein activity is determined in accordance with 402 
Arrieta-Ortiz and colleagues7: red/green lines show low/high protein activity. Line colors only represent the strength of activity, not the logic 403 
(e.g. repression or induction). Expression levels or activity values are normalized between the 10th (red) and 90th (green) percentile, to minimize 404 




Supplementary Fig. 17. Expression levels and protein activity for time point 4 highlighted in Fig. 4b Gene expression: red/green genes show 407 
low/high expression levels. For simplicity, genes and proteins are colored in the same way. Protein activity is determined in accordance with 408 
Arrieta-Ortiz and colleagues7: red/green lines show low/high protein activity. Line colors only represent the strength of activity, not the logic 409 
(e.g. repression or induction). Expression levels or activity values are normalized between the 10th (red) and 90th (green) percentile, to minimize 410 




Supplementary Fig. 18. Expression levels and protein activity for time point 5 highlighted in Fig. 4b Gene expression: red/green genes show 413 
low/high expression levels. For simplicity, genes and proteins are colored in the same way. Protein activity is determined in accordance with 414 
Arrieta-Ortiz and colleagues7: red/green lines show low/high protein activity. Line colors only represent the strength of activity, not the logic 415 
(e.g. repression or induction). Expression levels or activity values are normalized between the 10th (red) and 90th (green) percentile, to minimize 416 




Supplementary Fig. 19. Expression levels and protein activity for time point 6 highlighted in Fig. 4b. Gene expression: red/green genes show 419 
low/high expression levels. For simplicity, genes and proteins are colored in the same way. Protein activity is determined in accordance with 420 
Arrieta-Ortiz and colleagues7: red/green lines show low/high protein activity. Line colors only represent the strength of activity, not the logic 421 
(e.g. repression or induction). Expression levels or activity values are normalized between the 10th (red) and 90th (green) percentile, to minimize 422 




Supplementary Fig. 20. Expression of lifestyles in time-series experiment of related Bacillales strain 425 
and species. Expression of lifestyle genes in transcriptomic time series data of Bacillus subtilis PY79 and 426 
Bacillus anthracis Sterne 34F27,58. The lifestyle genes in B. subtilis PY79 and B. anthracis Sterne 34F2 are 427 
selected by determining gene orthology to the lifestyle genes in Supplementary Table 3 (see Methods). 428 
As apparent in our life cycle reconstruction for B. subtilis 168, three clearly distinct life stages can be 429 
identified in B. subtilis PY79 and B. anthracis Sterne 34F2: motility (blue), colony formation (green) and 430 
sporulation (red). Expression is normalized between 0 and 1 and solid lines show spline interpolation 431 
(n=30). At the bottom of the graphs the polynomial regressions are highlighted for four regulators, in 432 
accordance with Supplementary Fig. 13. In Bacillus anthracis Sterne 34F2, there is only one orthologous 433 
gene of these regulators, as determined by the bi-direction BLAST hits. This does not exclude the 434 






Supplementary Fig. 21. Phylogenetic tree of the Bacillales corresponding to Fig. 5. Bootstrap values are 437 
shown by circles and numbers: small circles indicate low bootstrap values and large circles indicate high 438 
bootstrap values. Branch support across independently constructed phylogenetic trees are shown by 439 
color: red line colors indicate low branch support and green line colors indicate high branch support. 440 
Branch support is here defined as the fraction of phylogenetic trees that have a matching phylogenetic 441 
branch (see Supplementary Text 4 for details). 442 





Supplementary Fig. 22. Comparison between methods of phylogenetic tree construction. For each of 446 
the 18 independently constructed phylogenetic trees, we show the average bootstrap values (blue) and 447 
branch support values across trees (red), normalized between the lowest and highest observed values. 448 
We purposely show relative differences, as opposed to the small absolute differences, to emphasize the 449 
differences between trees. We tested three sets of marker genes, using conservative, intermediate and 450 
lenient selection criteria; three types of alignment algorithms, MAFFT v7.299, MUSCLE v3.8.31 and 451 
PRANK; and two trimming algorithms, gBLOCKS v0.91b and trimAl v1.2. See Methods and 452 
Supplementary Text 4 for details. The phylogenetic tree shown in Fig. 5 corresponds to eighth 453 




Supplementary Fig. 23. Relation between within-tree bootstrap values and across-trees branch 456 
support. For each branch, we determined the within-tree bootstrap value and the across-trees branch 457 
support. Since we constructed 18 phylogenetic trees (see Supplementary Fig. 22), the branch support 458 
could have a maximum value of 17, corresponding to a branch in a specific focal tree that is shared 459 
among all other trees. The bootstrap values are binned in steps of 10%. The plot shows the positive 460 
relation between the bootstrap values and branch support (line and shade show polynomial regression 461 
and 95% confidence intervals; R2 = 0.7, P < 10-15). The relatively high fraction of low bootstrap values is 462 
explained by the high number of closely-related genomes that are included in our study. For Fig. 5 and 463 
Supplementary Fig. 21, all branches with a phylogenetic distance smaller than 0.01 are collapsed (see 464 
Methods), thereby grouping the closely-related genomes for which the phylogenetic relationship could 465 




Supplementary Fig. 24. Conservation of regulators based on regulon size. Conservation of regulators in 468 
the global transcription network of B. subtilis in relation to regulon size. Conservation is here 469 
determined by average fraction of genomes with at least one protein BLAST hit (e-value < 10-10 and 470 
coverage > 70%) across all branches of the phylogenetic tree (Supplementary Fig. 21, see also 471 
Supplementary Text 4). The numbers and colors show the average number of protein BLAST hits within 472 
branches with at least one positive hit: red = 0 average hits and green ≥ 5 average hits. The average 473 
number of hits can be lower than 1, in case branches are associated with multiple genomes, of which 474 
only a fraction has a positive hit. The global regulators (defined as the 15 regulators with the largest 475 
regulon sizes) are shown by the black outlined points. The insert shows the same results for bi-476 




Supplementary Fig. 25. Conservation of genes underlying lifestyle switches in B. subtilis. Average conservation of genes across branches of 479 
phylogenetic tree (Supplementary Fig. 21 and Supplementary Text 4) based on bi-directional best BLAST hits (e-value < 10-10 and coverage > 480 
70%): red, no conservation of genes; green, strong conservation of genes. For simplicity, genes and proteins have the same color 481 
  482 
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Supplementary Fig S26. Mosaic conservation patterns across the phylogenetic tree as shown in Fig. 5, including both orthologs and paralogs. 483 
In other words, colors represent gene conservation based on unidirectional BLAST hits of genes from the reference genome of B. subtilis.484 
44 
 
 Supplementary Fig. 27. Modularity in regulon conservation patterns. a, Phylogenetic principal 485 
component analysis (pPCA) on the conservation of life cycle regulons (Fig. 4b) across the Bacillales. 486 
Regulons are represented by the name of their associated upstream regulators. Blue ellipses highlight 487 
the regulons underlying the motility and sporulation life stages. b, Hierarchical clustering algorithm on 488 
pPCA shows modular conservation patterns, in which the regulons underlying motility or sporulation 489 




Supplementary Fig. 28. Side and top view of flow cytometry results shown in Fig. 6b. 492 




Supplementary Fig. 29. Cell state composition in B. subtilis and B. licheniformis colonies. a, Temporal 495 
changes in cell state composition at the colony edge over the course of a week: red, spore; purple, 496 
sporulating cell; blue, single cell; blue-green, filamentous cells of increasing length (see Methods for 497 
applied gating). For simplicity, germinating spores are ignored. b, Cell state composition at different 498 
locations inside the colony at day 6: center, middle (i.e. halfway from the center to the edge) and edge. 499 
Whereas B. licheniformis shows a sharp transition in the fraction of spores from the colony center to the 500 




Supplementary Fig. 30. Evolved colonies. Top row shows representative colonies of the ancestral Bacillales strains and species. Bottom rows 503 




Supplementary Fig. 31. Evolutionary changes in colony size and cell state composition. For each of the evolved replicate populations, we show 506 
the relative colony size with respect to the ancestor and the change in the fraction of spores and sporulation cells with respect to the ancestor. 507 
Relative colony sizes that are significantly smaller/greater than 1 are shown in red/blue. Changes in the fraction of spores and sporulation cells 508 
that are significantly lower/higher than 0% are shown in green/red. Asterisks show which populations have a significant change in colony size 509 





Supplementary Fig. 32. Tetrahedron of evolutionary changes in cell state composition at colony 513 
center. Ancestors are shown by black dots and lines show change in cell state composition in evolved 514 
populations. Line colors show the fraction of spores present in the evolved populations: red, 100% 515 
spores; green, 0% spores. Grey circles highlight five samples that show complete loss of sporulation at 516 
both colony center and colony edge. These samples do not all touch the edge of the tetrahedron, due to 517 




Supplementary Fig. 33. Confocal scanning-laser microscopy images of colony edge of Bacillus subtilis subsp. subtilis. Green, SYBR Green 520 
stained DNA. Red, MitoTracker Deep Red FM stained cell membranes. Spores can be recognized by the presence of red membrane stain and the 521 





Supplementary Fig. 34. Relation between number of sigma factors and genome size. Relation between 525 
the average genome size, i.e. number of protein-coding genes, and the number of sigma factors across 526 
the phylogenetic tree of the Bacillales (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 21). Dashed line shows linear 527 
regression (R2 = 0.71, P < 10-15). Number of sigma factors is determined by the number of unique protein 528 
BLAST hits (e-value < 10-10 and coverage > 70%) with respect to the sigma factors of B. subtilis, as listed 529 
in the SubtiWiki database4.  530 
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Supplementary Table S4. Examples of taxonomic groups in the Bacteria with life cycles that have 531 
specialized cell types, corresponding to motility and/or dormancy, which would be particularly suitable 532 
for a neural network analysis as presented in the main text59. 533 
Phyla Order Example genera Relevant cell types Description (References) 





Baeocytes Small spherical cells that typically form 
fixed starting points of life cycles, 







Heterocysts Cells specialized in nitrogen fixation. 
Hormogonia Small filamentous cells that typically 
disperse through gliding motility. 
Akinetes Cells specialized in long-term 
dormancy, for example resistant to 
cold and desiccation. 
Proteobacteria Pseudomonadales Azotobacter Cysts Dormant cells. 
Proteobacteria Rhodospirillales Azospirillum Cysts Dormant cells. 




Swarming cells Cells that engage in collective gliding 
motility. 
Fruiting bodies Cell aggregates that form in response 
to starvation to mediate spore 
dispersal. 
Myxospores Dormant spores that resist for 
example cold and desiccation. 





Mycelia Hyphal growth structures that grow 
through tip extension and branching. 
Sporangia Multicellular structures that arise from 
the mycelia and develop sacs of spores 
to facilitate dispersal. 
Zoospores Motile spores that can disperse by 




Mycelia Hyphal growth structures that grow 
through tip extension and branching. 
Aerial hyphae Specialized hyphae that extend into 
the air from the mycelium and 
facilitate dispersal by developing 
spores at the tips. 









Filaments Filamentous cells that are attached at 
the pole-to-pole ends. 
Endospores 
 
Resistant spores that can survive 
extreme environmental stresses, such 
as desiccation, heat and cold. 
Twin spores Alternative form of endosporulation 
that yields two spores per mother cell. 
This is just one of the many alternative 




Supplementary Table 7. Studies corroborating evolutionary losses of life stages 534 
Taxonomic group 
(genera or species) 
Life stage absent Studies confirming the absence of life 
stage(s)* 
Paenibacillus bovis Sporulation None**. 
Exiguobacterium Sporulation Farrow et al., 199460 
Lentibacillus amyloliquefaciens Motility Wang et al., 2016a61 
Wang et al., 2016b62 
Listeria Sporulation Stragier, 200263 
Onyenwoke et al., 200464 
Gründling et al., 200465 *** 
O’Neil & Marquis, 200666 *** 
Abecasis et al., 201367 
Galperin 201368 
Jeotgalibacillus malaysiensis No loss**** Yaakop et al. 201569 





Motility and sporulation Kloos et al., 199871 
Stragier, 200263 
Onyenwoke et al., 200464 
Wang et al., 200872 
Baba et al., 200973 
Abecasis et al., 201367 
Galperin 201368 
Jiang et a., 201574 
Planococcus Sporulation Farrow et al., 199460 
Bacillus mycoides Motility Nakamura & Jackson, 199575 
Di Franco et al., 200276 
Soufiane & Côté, 201377 
* Selection of studies (and references therein) that confirm the lack of the motility and/or sporulation life stage(s) 535 
through either genomic or phenotypic analyses. Some of this evidence is anecdotal. Importantly, the absence of a 536 
specific life stage in standard phenotypic assays is not strict evidence for the loss of this stage, because the 537 
phenotypes of some species may not be expressed under standard laboratory condition. For example, Bacillus 538 
anthracis was long thought to be strictly non-motile, whereas motile variants do exist. By the same token, many 539 
Paenibacilli do not sporulate in standard laboratory settings, even when most genes underlying sporulation are 540 
conserved. 541 
** In contradiction to our bioinformatic analysis, Gao et al. (2016)78 claim that Paenibacillus bovis sporulates. Their 542 
evidence consists of a few inconclusive microscopy images. We therefore suggest that this species needs to be 543 
characterized in further detail. 544 
*** Confirmation that the motile life stage in Listeria monocytogenes is conserved, despite weak conservation of 545 
motility genes, as apparent from our bioinformatic analysis. 546 
**** Support for the conservation of life stages in Jetgalibacillus malaysiensis, which is closely related to the 547 
Listeria and Staphylococcus, two genera that did lose the motility and/or sporulation life stages. 548 
  549 
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Supplementary Table 8. Strains used for the evolution experiment. 550 
n strain Source 
RefSeq assembly 
accession 
1 Bacillus subtilis subsp. subtilis NCIB 3610 Kolter lab GCF_000186085.1 
2 Bacillus subtilis subsp. spizizenii ATCC 6633 Kolter lab GCF_000177595.1 
3 Bacillus megaterium ATCC 14581 Kolter lab GCF_000832985.1 
4 Bacillus licheniformis ATCC 14580 BGSC* GCF_000011645.1 
5 Bacillus subtilis subsp. subtilis JvG GCF_000971925.1** 
6 Bacillus thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD73 BGSC GCF_000338755.1 
7 Bacillus amyloliquefaciens subsp. plantarum FZB42 BGSC GCF_000015785.1 
8 Bacillus cereus ATCC 10987 BGSC GCF_000008005.1 
* Bacillus Genetic Stock Center, Biological Sciences 556, 484 W. 12th Ave, Columbus, OH 43210-1214 551 




Supplementary Table 9. Overview of mutations in populations that lost sporulation in our evolution experiment 554 
* Clone 1 = ancestral clone; clone 2 = clone before loss of sporulation; clone 3 & 4 = two clones (right) after loss of sporulation. 555 
** Accessions of reference genomes used to map reads: B. licheniformis = NC_006270; B. subtilis = NC_000964; B. cereus = NC_003909 & NC_005707. 556 
*** Mutations that potentially resulted in loss of sporulation have gray background. Except for the mutation in BCE_RS00275, all these mutations affect Spo0A. 557 
# Provean scores assess functional consequences of amin oacid subsitutions/indels81,82, Provean score < -2.5 are considered deleterious to protein function.558 
    Clones*   
    Sporulating Non-sporulating Provean  





1,121,114 A→G  ● ● ● NA Intergenic mutation 
TRNA_RS35945 2,807,704 S69P (TCA→CCA)   ● ● -3.433 Ortholog of spo0B in B. subtilis. Spo0B functions as a 
sporulation initiation phosphotransferase by 
phosphorylating the global regulator Spo0A.*** 
pgsB 3,667,729 W2* (TGG→TAG)  ● ● ● NA Poly‑gamma‑glutamate synthase 




kinA 1,470,767 (CTG)4→2    ● -5.072 Histidine kinase involved in the induction of 
sporulation, through the phosphorylation cascade that 
results in the phosphorylation of Spo0A 
artP 2,492,278 Δ5 bp    ● NA High affinity arginine ABC transporter binding 
lipoprotein 
spo0F-ywjG 3,809,940 Δ26 bp   ●  NA Deletion in promoter of spo0F; Spo0F is the two-
component response regulator that – through Spo0B – 




abrB 44,933 L69P (CTT→CCT)  ● ● ● -5.857 Transcriptional regulator for transition state genes 
[yqiI] - [recN] 2,515,444 Δ5,651 bp   ● ● NA Large genomic deletion that includes the gene, spo0A, 
encoding for the global regulator Spo0A. 
spo0B 2,854,290 M90I (ATG→ATA)   ●  0.213 Sporulation initiation phosphotransferase, responsible 
for phosphorylating the global regulator Spo0A. 
epsG 3,522,340 Y312N (TAT→AAT)  ●   -8.583 Biofilm extracellular matrix formation 
[gtaB] - [yvzE] 3,666,058 Δ6,907 bp  ● ● ● NA Deletion of number of genes, including genes 




BCE_RS00275 50,532 2,271 bp → IS4-like 
element 
  ● ● NA IS4‑like element ISBce2 family transposase integrated 
at promoter of spoVG; SpoVG is repressor of 
asymmetrical septum formation during sporulation79,80 
B. cereus 
Replicate 2 
BCE_RS01280 236,214 Q96* (CAA→TAA)    ● NA LacI family DNA‑binding transcriptional regulator 
spo0A 3,956,556 T98I (ACA→ATA)   ● ● -4.822 Global regulator of sporulation 
56 
 
Supplementary Table 10. Medium components. 559 
# Chemical compound Chemical Formula Concentration Company 
1 









(=0.05%) AppliChem #A3739 
3 Glutamate C5H8NNaO4 30mM (=0.5%) Sigma-Aldrich #G5889 
4 MOPS (pH 7) C7H15NO4S 0.01M AppliChem #A2947 
5 Manganese(II) chloride MnCl2 0.05mM Sigma-Aldrich #31422 
6 Magnesiumchloride MgCl2 2mM Fluka #63065 
7 Ferric chloride FeCl3 0.05mM Sigma-Aldrich #236489 
8 Calciumchloride CaCl2 0.7mM Sigma-Aldrich #C3881 
9 Potassium chloride KCl 0.1mM Sigma-Aldrich #60130 
10 Zinc chloride ZnCl2 1uM Merck #7815 
 560 
Supplementary Table 11. PCR primer sets for checking potential cross-contamination between 561 
species/strains. 562 
n Forward primer Backward primer Target gene 




2 CATACTTTCCTGCAAGCGCC TCTGAAACAGTCATCGGCGG 
[locus_tag=BSUW23_RS16860] 
 [protein=SpaB] 
3 GAGCAAAAAGCCGTTCCAGG ACTGCTGTCCACTTTACGGG 
[locus_tag=BG04_RS22120] 
[protein=betagalactosidase] 
4 AACTCCCTGCTGCTTCATCC TGTGGGAATCCAGTTCCTGC 
[locus_tag=TRNA_RS39345] 
[protein=primase] 
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